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Abstract—In millimeter wave communications, multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) systems use large antenna arrays to
achieve high gain and spectral efficiency. These massive MIMO
systems employ hybrid beamformers to reduce power consump-
tion associated with fully digital beamforming in large arrays.
Further savings in cost and power is possible through use of
subarrays. Unlike prior works which resort to large latency
methods such as optimization and greedy search for subarray
selection, we propose a deep-learning-based approach in order
to overcome the complexity issue without causing significant
performance loss. We formulate both antenna selection and
hybrid design as a classification problem for convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). For antenna selection, the CNN accepts the
channel matrix as input and outputs a subarray with an optimal
spectral efficiency. The resultant subarray channel matrix is then
again fed to a CNN to obtain analog and baseband beamformers.
Numerical experiments show that our CNN framework provides
an order better spectral efficiency and is 10 times faster than
the conventional techniques such as orthogonal matching pur-
suit. Further investigations with quantized-CNNs show that the
proposed network, saved in no more than 5 bits, is also suited
for digital mobile devices.
Index Terms—Antenna selection, CNN, deep learning, hybrid
beamforming, massive MIMO.
I. INTRODUCTION
The conventional cellular communications systems suffer
from spectrum shortage while the demand for wider bandwidth
and higher data rates is continuously increasing [1]. In this
context, millimeter wave (mmWave) band, formally defined
with the frequency range 30-300 GHz, is a preferred can-
didate for fifth-generation (5G) communications technology
[2]–[4]. Compared to sub-6 GHz transmissions envisaged in
5G, the mmWave signals encounter a more complex propa-
gation environment that is characterized by higher scattering,
severe penetration losses, lower diffraction, and higher path
loss for fixed transmitter and receiver gains [5], [6]. These
losses are compensated by providing beamforming power
gain through massive number of antennas at both transmitter
and receiver. Such a massive multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) structure [7] enhances the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at the reception.
The wide mmWave bandwidth enables higher data rates
for communications. Since the Nyquist sampling rate is twice
the baseband bandwidth, mmWave receivers require expensive,
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high-rate analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [8]. The power
consumption of an ADC increases linearly with the sampling
frequency for a given architecture. At baseband, each full-
resolution ADC consumes 15-795 mW at 36 MHz-1.8 GHz
bandwidths. In addition, power consumed by other RF ele-
ments such as power amplifiers and data interface circuits in
conjunction with large arrays renders it infeasible to utilize a
separate radio- and intermediate-frequency (RF-IF) chain for
each element. [9], [10]. To reduce these cost-power-hardware
overheads and yet provide reasonable performance, hybrid
beamforming architectures have been proposed for massive
MIMO. Here, the signal is processed by both analog and
digital beamformers [11]–[15].
In the analog processing section of hybrid systems, it is
common to employ phase shifters with constant modulus.
Using analog switches, which are much simpler and cheaper
than the phase shifters, it is possible to further make the
overall system more energy-efficient by using subarrays of
the larger full antenna array [16]–[19]. Optimal selection of
subarray elements reduces the power consumption of the ana-
log phase shifters and low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) [20]–[22].
Very recent works consider the problem of antenna selection
jointly with hybrid beamformer design to optimally trade-
off cost and power efficiency [21]–[24]. In particular, [23]
proposed antenna selection and analog precoder design with
low-resolution phase shifters for multiple-input-single-output
(MISO) systems. The hybrid beamformer designs suggested in
[21] and [22] involve a sub-optimum antenna selection strategy
through quadratic approximation with smooth optimization.
Similarly, the massive MIMO architecture in [24] employs
greedy search for choosing sub-optimal subarrays.
Nearly all of these works provide sub-optimum solutions
despite attempting various antenna selection criteria and op-
timization strategies [21]–[27]. Even while using branch-and-
bound algorithms - which provide good estimation of the lower
and upper bounds of regions/branches of the search space in
polynomial time - obtaining an optimum solution for massive
MIMO subarray selection requires high computational burden
[28]. In this paper, to reduce the complexity (in cases where
the optimum solution can still be obtained), we introduce an
approach based on deep learning (DL) to find an optimum
subarray jointly with the design of hybrid beamformers; the
optimality is in the sense of achieving maximum spectral
efficiency.
As a class of machine learning techniques, DL methods have
gained much interest recently for solving many challenging
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2problems such as speech recognition, visual object recogni-
tion, rainfall estimation, and language processing [29]–[32].
These techniques offer advantages such as low computational
complexity while solving optimization-based or combinatorial
search problems as well as the ability to extrapolate new
features from a limited set of features contained in a training
set [29]. Very recently, DL has received significant attention
in addressing problems in communications signal process-
ing such as channel estimation [33]–[35] direction-of-arrival
(DoA) estimation [35], analog beam selection [36] and beam
management in dense mmWave networks [37]. At the physical
layer of wireless communications, DL has been applied for
signal detection [38] and channel estimation [39]. An end-
to-end single-input-single-output (SISO) communications sce-
nario is modeled in [39] and [40] by using auto-encoders. In
[41], auto-encoders are employed for channel state information
(CSI) feedback. In [36], a sub-optimum method based on
support vector machines (SVMs) is proposed for selecting
analog beamforming vector.
In this paper, we exploit DL to simultaneously select
antenna elements and design hybrid beamformer. This joint
problem as well as the stand-alone hybrid beamforming remain
unexamined in the previous DL works. Specifically, we design
a convolutional neural network (CNN) to achieve both tasks
sequentially. The element selection problem is cast as a
classification problem. A similar DL approach was adopted for
radar antenna arrays recently in [42]. We further incorporate
the hybrid beamformer design in this classification framework
by exploiting the structure of analog beamformers whose
columns are selected from candidate steering vectors or the
array response vectors of the channel matrix. In this way, we
treat the beamformer problem as selecting the best candidate
vectors from the receive/transmit array responses.
In our formulation, a CNN accepts channel matrix as
input and provides the subarray that maximizes the spectral
efficiency. Once the antenna selection is finalized, the cor-
responding partial channel matrix is fed to a second CNN
which then chooses the best RF beamformer and constructs
the corresponding baseband beamformer. To train both CNN
models, different realizations of the channel matrix are used
and the input data are labeled by the selected subarray/RF
chains with the highest spectral efficiency. Even though our
proposed network structures require channel matrix as an
input, precise knowledge of this matrix is not necessary. Both
CNNs are trained with channel matrices generated for different
user location and channel gains. Furthermore, each realization
of channel matrix in the training data is corrupted by synthetic
noise so that the performance of the learning network does not
deteriorate with noisy test inputs.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed framework
over several experiments and show that proposed CNN ap-
proach provides significantly better performance as compared
to conventional techniques such as orthogonal matching pur-
suit (OMP) [14] and random antenna selection (RAS) [43]. In
order to account for time-varying channel and user parameters,
we use several channel realizations with added noise. We train
the networks with huge training data (~30000 input samples)
with noisy channel matrices. As a result, the classification
accuracy quickly reaches 100% wherein optimum antenna
selection and RF beamformer design are accomplished. Since
the proposed approach treats the hybrid beamformer design as
a classification problem, it selects the best RF beamformer in
the sense that the spectral efficiency is maximized. The CNN
is trained offline and, hence, all the computational overhead
is taken into account for data generation and training. The
classification time for our proposed approach is at least 10
times faster than the conventional antenna selection techniques
as well as hybrid beamformer design algorithms.
Finally, our approach is helpful in reducing the compu-
tational burden involved in hybrid beamformers by simply
feeding the channel matrix to the network. This requires using
CNNs in mobile devices where the data are collected in digital
form. Since existing deep neural network models are com-
putationally and memory intensive, they cannot be deployed
in devices with low memory resources and low overhead
requirements. These constraints has driven investigation into
compression of deep neural networks. One of the common
approaches is to quantize the CNN weights [44]. In this paper,
we investigate the performance of the proposed framework
when the weights of the CNNs are quantized. While quantized-
CNN structures are recently studied for image classification
purposes, ours is the first work that examines quantized-CNNs
for communications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we introduce the system model for mmWave MIMO
and different antenna selection architectures. The joint antenna
and RF chain selection problem is formulated in Section III.
We describe our joint DL-based solution in Section IV and
present the corresponding numerical experiments in Section V.
We conclude in Section VI.
Throughout the paper, we denote the identity matrix of size
N×N as IN . (·)T and (·)H denote transpose and the conjugate
transpose operations, respectively. For a matrix A and a
vector a, [A]:,i and [A]i,j denote the ith column and (i, j)th
element of matrix A, [a]i means the ith element of vector
a, respectively. The notation |A| denotes the determinant of
matrix A whereas |a| is the absolute value of the scalar a.
The function E{·} provides the statistical expectation of its
argument.
II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR MMWAVE MIMO SYSTEMS
Consider a single user mmWave MIMO system with NT
and NR transmit and receive antennas, respectively (Fig. 1).
Assume that NS data streams are desired to be transmitted to
the receiver where the antenna selection is performed to select
a subarray with NRS antennas out of NR. There are NRFT and
NRFR RF beamformers at transmit and receive sides such that
NS ≤ NRFT ≤ NT and NS ≤ NRFR ≤ NRS ≤ NR. The hy-
brid precoder structure applies the baseband precoder FBB ∈
CNRFT ×NS to the transmit signal vector s ∈ CNS , where
E{ssH} = INS/NS . Then, the signal is passed through RF
precoders FRF ∈ CNT×NRFT (constructed using phase shifters)
to NT transmit antennas. The RF precoder has equal-norm
elements so that [[FRF ]:,i[FRF ]H:,i]i,i = 1/NT . The power of
the transmitter ais constrained to ||FRFFBB ||F = NS . The
3transmitted signal at RF stage is x = FRFFBBs ∈ CNT .
Assuming a narrowband block-fading channel, the received
signal at NR antennas is [14], [45]
yFull =
√
ρHFRFFBBs + n, (1)
where yFull ∈ CNR is the output of NR antennas at the receiver,
ρ is average received power, n ∈ CNR is the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with n ∼ CN (0, σ2nINR), and H ∈
CNR×NT is the channel matrix with E{||H||F } = NRNT .
There are many analog-digital hybrid beamforming re-
ceivers which require antenna selection. A popular scheme
is to employ a predetermined subarray with NRS antennas
is selected from a full array of NR elements (Fig. 1a). Each
subarray feeds into a fully-connected phase shifter network of
size NRFR with a single RF chain. This has the complexity
of phase shifters but the antenna selection process is not
optimized. Another common receiver architecture feeds the
antennas directly to the RF chains thereby eliminating the
phase shifters completely. Here, each RF chain is connected to
the NR antennas of which NRS elements are selected using
switches (Fig. 1b). In this case, the entries of the combiner
matrix are either 1 or 0 to indicate the selected or unselected
antennas, respectively. This is the simplest structure with no
phase shifters. However, the antenna selection is not optimzed
and the elements are determined by simply choosing the
largest absolute values in each column of the channel matrix.
Finally, Fig. 1c shows a receiver that employs a switching
network with phase shifters. In this system, a subarray with
NRS antennas is selected from a full array comprising NR
antennas. The subarray is connected to a phase shifter network
of size NRFR which may apply an optimization procedure for
antenna selection to achieve greater efficiency. Our mmWave
channel representation is based on the Saleh-Valenzuela (SV)
model that utilizes the clustered channel model [46], [47].
Here, the channel matrix H includes the contributions of Nc
scattering clusters, each of which has Nray paths. We have
H = γ
∑
i,j
αijgR(Θ
(ij)
R )gT (Θ
(ij)
T )aR(Θ
(ij)
R )a
H
T (Θ
(ij)
T ), (2)
where Θ(ij)R = (φ
(ij)
R , θ
(ij)
R ) and Θ
(ij)
T = (φ
(ij)
T , θ
(ij)
T ), respec-
tively, denote the angle of arrivals and angle of departures
wherein the azimuth (elevation) angle is denoted by φ (θ),
γ =
√
NTNRS/(NcNray) is the normalization factor, and αij
is the complex channel gain associated with the ith scattering
cluster and jth path for i = 1, . . . , Nc and j = 1, . . . , Nray.
The antenna element gains for receive and transmit antennas
are gR(Θ
(ij)
R ) and gT (Θ
(ij)
T ), respectively. The steering vector
representing the array response at the transmitter (receiver) is
aT (Θ
(ij)
T ) ∈ NT × 1 (aR(Θ(ij)R ) ∈ NR × 1). The nth element
of aR(Θ
(ij)
R ) is
[aR(Θ
(ij)
R )]n = exp
{
−2pi
λ
pTn r(Θ
(ij)
R )
}
, (3)
where pn = [xn, yn, zn]T is the position of the nth
antenna in Cartesian coordinate system and r(Θ(ij)R ) =
[sin(φ
(ij)
R ) cos(θ
(ij)
R ), sin(φ
(ij)
R ) sin(θ
(ij)
R ), cos(θ
(ij)
R )]
T . The
transmit steering vector aT (Θ
(ij)
T ) is defined similarly.
Fig. 1. Receiver architectures with antenna selection for single user mmWave
MIMO systems. (a) Scheme 1 uses a fixed, predetermined subarray with
fully-connected phase shifters. (b) Scheme 2 employs a switching network
without phase shifters. Antenna selection is not optimized. (c) Scheme 3 has
a switching network with phase shifters and antennas are chosen by optimizing
some performance metric.
In the hybrid beamformer, analog and digital beamformers
are obtained to maximize the spectral efficiency. Often, this is
achieved by exploiting the structure of the mmWave channel
matrix [48]. Using the full antenna array at the receiver, the
received signal in (1) is processed by analog and baseband
combiners to yield
y¯ = WFull
H
BB W
FullH
RF y
Full
=
√
ρWFull
H
BB W
FullH
RF HFRFFBBs + W
FullH
BB W
FullH
RF n, (4)
4RFull = log2
(∣∣∣∣INS + ρNSΛFull−1n WFullHBB WFullHRF HFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHHWFullRFWFullBB
∣∣∣∣), (5)
where WFullRF ∈ CNR×N
RF
R is the analog combiner with
the constrained [[WFullRF ]:,i[W
Full
RF ]
H
:,i]i,i = 1/NR and
WFullBB ∈ CN
RF
R ×NS denotes the baseband combiner
matrix. Assuming that the Gaussian symbols are transmitted
through the mmWave channel, we define the spectral
efficiency [11]–[14] achieved from the full array as
where ΛFulln = σ
2
nW
FullH
BB W
FullH
RF W
Full
RFW
Full
BB ∈ CNS×NS is the
covariance matrix of the noise term in (4) after analog com-
bining. We now formulate the problem for subarray selection
and obtaining the corresponding analog-digital beamformer in
the following section.
III. JOINT ANTENNA AND RF CHAIN SELECTION
Among the antenna selection schemes presented in
the previous section, we focus on the Scheme 3 because
this architecture requires optimization (the remaining
configurations consider selecting a fixed subarray with/without
phase shifters). In particular, our goal is to select the
outputs of NRS antennas from the full array output yFull.
Consequently, this also requires designing transmit and
receive analog and baseband beamformers FRF ∈ CNT×NRFT ,
WRF ∈ CNRS×NRFR and FBB ∈ CNRFT ×NS ,
WBB ∈ CNRFR ×NS . In other words, the solution of joint
antenna selection and hybrid beamformer design satisfies
maximize
Q,FRF ,FBB ,WRF ,WBB
log2
(∣∣∣∣INS + ρNSσ2nWHBBWHRFWRFWBBWHBBWHRFHsub × FRFFBBFHBBFHRFHHsubWRFWBB
∣∣∣∣)
subject to FRF ∈ FRF ,
||FRFFBB ||2F = NS ,
WRF ∈ WRF , (6)
where FRF and WRF denote the feasible sets of analog
beamformers, Hsub = QH is NRS × NT channel matrix of
the selected antennas, and Q is the NRS × NR selection
matrix whose (i, j)th entry is either 1 or 0. Even without
antenna selection, the problem in (6) is difficult to solve
because of several matrix variables Q, FRF , WRF and FBB ,
WBB [28], [49]. Since obtaining a solution to (6) in real-time
is deemed infeasible, we propose a deep learning approach
here to achieve an optimum solution with less computational
complexity. We first cast the antenna selection stage as a
classification problem as follows.
A. Antenna Selection
In subarray selection, we are interested in picking NRS
out of NR elements. This yields QA =
(
NR
NRS
)
possible
solutions. Therefore, choosing subarrays can be viewed as
a classification problem with QA classes. We define S as
the set of all possible antenna subarray configurations, i.e.,
S = {S1,S2, . . . ,SQA}, where SqA = {pqA1 ,pqA2 , . . . ,pqANRS}
includes the antenna positions of the qAth subarray configura-
tion. Let yqA be an NRS×1 vector containing the output signal
of the selected antennas for the qAth subarray configuration
of the full array output yFull with positions SqA . Then,
yqA =
√
ρHqAFRFFBBs + nqA , (7)
where HqA is the NRS × NT channel matrix with selected
antennas and nqA is similarly defined. At the receiver, analog
and the baseband combiners - WRF ∈ CNRS×NRFR and
WBB ∈ CNRFR ×NS , respectively - are applied to the received
signal to produce the NS × 1 discrete-time signal
y¯qA = W
H
BBW
H
RF yqA
=
√
ρWHBBW
H
RFHqAFRFFBBs + W
H
BBW
H
RFnqA . (8)
When the qAth subarray is selected, the spectral
efficiency [50] of the mmWave channel is
R(qA) = log2
(∣∣∣∣INS + ρNSΛ−1n WHBBWHRFHqAFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHHqAWRFWBB
∣∣∣∣), (9)
where Λ−1n = σ
2
nW
H
BBW
H
RFWRFWBB ∈ CNS×NS corre-
sponds to the noise term of the subarray output in (7). Note
that R(qA) depends on qA through HqA . By maximizing the
spectral efficiency in (9) over all subarray configurations, the
5best antenna subarray is obtained as
q¯A = arg max
qA=1,...,QA
R(qA), (10)
where q¯A denotes the subarray index with antenna positions
Sq¯A which provide the maximum spectral efficiency.
While the optimization problem in (9) yields the best
subarray configuration, it does not impose any constraint
on the hybrid beamformers. In fact, the solution of (9)
can be satisfied by the unconstrained beamformers. Hence
we first define the unconstrained precoders and combiners
as FoptqA ∈ CNT×NS and WoptqA ∈ CNRS×NS respectively.
These can be obtained from the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the NRS ×NT complex-valued channel matrix:
HqA = UqAΣqAV
H
qA , where UqA ∈ CNRS×rank(HqA ) and
VqA ∈ CNT×rank(HqA ) are the left and the right singular value
matrices of the qAth channel matrix, respectively, and ΣqA
is rank(HqA) × rank(HqA) matrix composed of the singular
values of HqA in descending order. By decomposing ΣqA and
VqA as
ΣqA = diag{Σ(1)qA ,Σ(2)qA }, VqA = [V(1)qA ,V(2)qA ], (11)
where V(1)qA ∈ CNT×NS and V(2)qA ∈ CNT×NRS−NS , one can
readily select the unconstrained precoder as FoptqA = V
(1)
qA [14].
Using the unconstrained beamformer FoptqA , W
opt
qA is computed
as [51]
WoptqA =
(
1
ρ
(
Fopt
H
qA H
H
qAHqAF
opt
qA +
NSσ
2
n
ρ
INS
)−1FoptHqA HHqA)H .
(12)
Then, antennas are selected by solving the following
optimization to obtain the solution q¯A:
maximize
qA=1,...,QA
log2
(∣∣∣∣INS + ρNSσ2nWoptHqA WoptqAWoptHqA HqAFoptqAFoptHqA HHqAWoptqA
∣∣∣∣)
subject to FoptqA = V
(1)
qA ,
WoptqA =
1
ρ
(
Fopt
H
qA H
H
qAHqAF
opt
qA +
NSσ
2
n
ρ
INS
)−1
Fopt
H
qA H
H
qA . (13)
Thereafter, the antenna subarray that provides the maximum
spectral efficiency is obtained and this subarray is represented
by the subarray index q¯A. When the problem in (13) is solved
for different channel matrices, some of the q¯A values turn
out to be the same for different channel matrices which are
similar to each other and the same antenna subarray provides
the maximum spectral efficiency for these channel matrices
[42]. As a result, the number of subarrays providing the
maximum spectral efficiency, say Q¯A, is much less than the
number of all subarray configurations, i.e., Q¯A  QA. In
[42], a similar observation is made for cognitive radar scenario.
Therefore, we define another subset of subarray configurations
as A = {A1, . . . ,AQ¯A}, which is composed of the subarrays
providing maximum spectral efficiency for different channel
matrices. In other words, Aq¯A includes the antenna positions of
the subarray obtained by solving (13), hence we have A ⊂ S.
B. RF Chain Selection
The RF beamformer design can also be treated as a
classification because the columns of WRF (FRF ) are
related to the array response aR(Θ
(ij)
R ) (aT (Θ
(ij)
T )) through
a linear transformation. Here, we seek the best combination
of the columns of the array response matrix such that the
spectral efficiency is maximized. Using the best subarray
configuration obtained from q¯A by solving (13), the hybrid
precoder and combiners are obtained via the optimization
maximize
FRF ,FBB ,WRF ,WBB
log2
(∣∣∣∣INS + ρNSσ2nWHBBWHRFWRFWBBWHBBWHRFHq¯AFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHHq¯AWRFWBB
∣∣∣∣)
subject to FRF ∈ FRF ,
||FRFFBB ||2F = NS ,
WRF ∈ WRF . (14)
In order to interpret the problem in (14) more effectively,
we utilize the connection between the columns of FRF (WRF )
and array responses aT (Θ
(ij)
R ) (aR(Θ
(ij)
R )) for i = 1 . . . , Nc
and j = 1, . . . , Nray [14]. Since FoptqA = V
(1)
qA from (11), a
linear transformation relates the columns of FRF to aT (Θ
(ij)
T ).
Similar connection is also applicable to WRF and aR(Θ
(ij)
R ).
Let AT ∈ CNT×Nsc be the collection of the array responses
aT (Θ
(ij)
T ), ∀ij, where Nsc = NcNray. Then, the RF pre-
coder design problem reduces to selecting NRFT out of Nsc
columns which are the best in the sense that they provide
the highest spectral efficiency. Let F be a set containing all
NT × NRFT possible combinations of the columns of AT as
F = {F1,F2, . . . ,FQF }, where QF =
(
Nsc
NRFT
)
and FqF
6indicates the selected columns of AT , for qF = 1, . . . , QF ,
which is represented as AqFT ∈ CNT×N
RF
T . Similarly, for
the RF combiners, we define W = {W1,W2, . . . ,WQW },
where QW =
(
Nsc
NRFR
)
and WqW corresponds to the
selected columns of AR with the index qW = 1, . . . , QW for
AqWR ∈ CNR×N
RF
R . For the antenna selection performed on
the receiver side, we have AqA,qWR ∈ CNRS×N
RF
R which in-
cludes the selected rows by antenna selection and the selected
columns by RF chain selection.
Using AqFT and A
q¯A,qW
R , (14) becomes
maximize
qF ,qW
log2
(∣∣∣∣INS + ρNSσ2nWHBBWHRFWRFWBBWHBBWHRFHq¯AFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHHq¯AWRFWBB
∣∣∣∣)
subject to FRF = AqFT ,
FBB = (FHRFFRF )
−1FHRFF
opt
q¯A
,
WRF = Aq¯A,qWR ,
WBB = (WHRFΛq¯AWRF )
−1(WHRFΛq¯AW
opt
q¯A
), (15)
where
Λq¯A =
ρ
NS
Hq¯AFRFFBBF
H
BBF
H
RFH
H
q¯A + σ
2
nINRS , (16)
denotes the covariance of the array output in (7) corresponding
to the selected subarray index q¯A. By solving (15), the analog
and digital beamformers are simultaneously found from the
combinations of columns of AqFT and A
q¯A,qW
R where the best
antenna subarray (denoted with q¯A) is used. The RF chain
selection problem in (15) requires visiting QFQW nodes
and the antenna selection problem in (13) has QA nodes in
the optimization. Hence the total number of nodes visited is
QA +QFQW , thanks to decoupling two problems where the
joint search would require visiting QAQFQW nodes for the
optimization. To further reduce the complexity, we decouple
the RF chain selection problem into finding q¯F and q¯W
separately without causing any performance loss. We remark
that we did examine the solution of decoupled problem in
three way searches on q¯A, q¯F and q¯W separately, i.e. visiting
QA + QF + QW nodes, through simulations and compared
the results with the joint problem, i.e. visiting QAQFQW
nodes. We observed that decoupling the problem yields the
same solution as a joint search with the same best antenna
and RF chain.
We separate (15) into two problems to solve for RF
beamformers in the following equations, respectively:
maximize
qF
log2
(
|INS +
ρ
NSσ2n
Wopt
H
q¯A
Woptq¯AW
optH
q¯A
Hq¯AFRFFBBF
H
BBF
H
RFH
H
q¯AW
opt
q¯A
|
)
subject to FRF = AqFT ,
FBB = (FHRFFRF )
−1FHRFF
opt
q¯A
, (17)
and
maximize
qW
log2
(
|INS +
ρ
NSσ2n
WHBBW
H
RFWRFWBBW
H
BBW
H
RFHq¯AF
opt
q¯A
Fopt
H
q¯A
HHq¯AWRFWBB |
)
subject to WRF = Aq¯A,qWR ,
WBB = (WHRFΛq¯AWRF )
−1(WHRFΛq¯AW
opt
q¯A
),
Λq¯A =
ρ
NS
Hq¯AF
opt
q¯A
Fopt
H
q¯A
HHq¯A + σ
2
nINRS . (18)
The optimal solution FˆRF is selected from the q¯F th collection
of AT and WˆRF is obtained from the q¯W th collection of
Aq¯AR ∈ CNRS×Nsc . Note that we use the unconstrained
beamformers Foptq¯A , W
opt
q¯A in the optimization problems (17)
and (18) to obtain the best hybrid beamformers FˆRF FˆBB ,
WˆRF WˆBB . By doing so, we aim to minimize the gap between
the optimum unconstrained beamformers Foptq¯A , W
opt
q¯A and the
constrained hybrid beamformers FˆRF FˆBB , WˆRF WˆBB as well
as maximizing the spectral efficiency.
The proposed antenna and RF chain selection framework
can also be applied to the uplink case where the received signal
7Fig. 2. The proposed CNN architecture for antenna selection and RF chain selection.
model is
y¯UL =
√
ρFFull
H
BB F
FullH
RF H
ULWRFWBBs + FFull
H
BB F
FullH
RF n,
(19)
obtained by switching the precoders FRF , FBB and combiners
WRF , WBB in (4) and the uplink channel matrix is repre-
sented by the NT ×NR matrix HUL = HT [11].
While the antenna and RF chain selection problems are
given in compact form in (13), (17) and (18), they require
computing the spectral efficiency for QA+QF +QW different
combinations of antenna subarrays and analog beamformers.
While this approach has the reduced complexity as compared
to the joint search with QAQFQW nodes, it is still computa-
tionally complex and even intractable when, say, the number
of antennas is large. For example, consider a scenario with
NR = 25 and NRS = 8, the number of subarray configurations
is QA = 1081575. For NRS = 12, we have QA = 5200300
which makes it impossible to compute the beamformer weights
in real-time. In order to circumvent this problem, we design
a deep learning approach where the network is trained offline
with the overhead containing the computation of all possi-
ble subarray and RF chain combinations. Then, the trained
network can simply be employed as a classification network
to select the best antenna subarray and the RF chain for the
given channel matrix. We introduce the proposed deep learning
technique in the following section.
IV. TRAINING THE DL NETWORK
The proposed deep network comprises two CNNs (Fig. 2).
The first (CNNAS) accepts the input of channel matrix with
the goal to select best antenna subarray q¯A. The second CNN
(CNNRF) takes the input of the subsequent channel matrix
with selected rows to choose RF beamformers. For both
CNNs, training data are selected from different channel matrix
realizations each of which is assigned with the corresponding
output classes.
Let X be NR × NT × 3 input data of the network with
c = 3 channels. We define the first channel of the input as
the absolute value of the channel matrix H as [[X]:,:,1]i,j =
|[H]i,j |. The second and the third channels are defined as the
real and imaginary parts of H, i.e., [[X]:,:,2]i,j = Re{[H]i,j}
and [[X]:,:,3]i,j = Im{[H]i,j}. We generate NL realizations
of the channel matrix where N different channel matrices
are generated with different user locations and channel gains.
Each channel matrix is corrupted by synthetic noise with L
different realizations where the element-wise noise is defined
by SNRTRAIN = 20 log10(
|[H]i,j |2
σ2TRAIN
). Hence, the total size of the
training input data is NR×NT ×3×NL. For each generated
channel matrix, say H(l,n), the best antenna subarrays with
positions Aq¯A and the best RF beamformers with index Fq¯F
and Wq¯W are obtained by solving (13), (17) and (18) offline.
This gives input-output pairs of the training data. The training
process of both CNNs is identical except that they have
different input dimensions. Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps
of training data generation.
In order to generate the training data, we assume that the
perfect CSI is available only to compute the output labels.
While our CNN framework does not necessarily need the
precise CSI in the test stage, this requirement is only for data
generation which is an offline process. In the experiments
later, we show that our CNN achieves optimum selection
performance for noisy channel matrices which account for the
changes in the channel characteristics. In practical systems, the
estimation of the channel matrix can be performed by using
pilot signals via training and it can be shared with transmitter
[48], [52], [53].
The CNNAS accepts the input of size NR × NT × 3 with
labels qA whereas the input of CNNRF is of size NRS×NT×3
with labels {qF , qW }. For each CNN, the network is composed
of 14 layers. The first layer is the input layer with appropriate
size. The second, fourth and the sixth layers are convolutional
layers with 64 filters of size 2 × 2. The eight and eleventh
layers are fully connected layers with 512 units. The tenth
and thirteenth layers are dropout layers with 50% probability
placed after each fully connected layers. There are ReLU
(Rectified Linear Unit) layers after each convolutional and
fully connected layers where ReLU(x) = max(x, 0). The final
layers is the classification layer with size Q¯A which is the
number of subarrays that yield maximum spectral efficiency.
In the classification layer, a softmax function is used to
obtain the probability distribution of the classes. The proposed
network is realized in MATLAB on a PC with 768-core GPU.
The proposed network architecture is obtained through an
optimization analysis to achieve the best performance and less
computational cost.
The use of neural networks in mobile devices is also another
issue for practical considerations since a deep neural network
is composed of huge number of weights for each layers such
8Algorithm 1 Training data generation.
Input: L, N , NT , NR, NRS , SNRTRAIN .
Output: Training data DTRAIN.
1: Generate N different realizations of the channel matrix as {H(n)}Nn=1
with corresponding array responses {A(n)R }Nn=1, {A
(n)
T }Nn=1.
2: for 1 ≤ n ≤ N do
3: for 1 ≤ l ≤ L do
4: [H(l,n)]i,j ∼ CN ([H(l)]i,j , σ2TRAIN).
5: for 1 ≤ qA ≤ QA do
6: H(l,n)qA = U
(l,n)
qA Σ
(l,n)
qA V
(l,n)H
qA .
7: Fopt
(l,n)
qA = V
(1)(l,n)
qA .
8: Wopt
(l,n)
qA =
(
1
ρ
(
Fopt
(l,n)H
qA H
(l,n)H
qA H
(l,n)
qA F
opt(l,n)
qA
+
NSσ
2
n
ρ
INS
)−1Fopt(l,n)HqA H(l,n)HqA )H .
9: Compute R(l,n)A (qA) in (13).
10: end for
11: Hq¯A ← q¯(l,n)A = arg maxqA R
(l,n)
A (qA).
12: for 1 ≤ qF ≤ QF do
13: F(l,n)RFqF
= AqF
(l,n)
T .
14: Compute R(l,n)F (qF ) in (17).
15: end for
16: F(l,n)RFq¯F
,F(l,n)BBq¯F
← q¯(l,n)F = arg maxqF R
(l,n)
F (qF ).
17: for 1 ≤ qW ≤ QW do
18: W(l,n)RFqW
= Aq¯A,qW
(l,n)
R .
19: Compute R(l,n)W (qW ) in (18).
20: end for
21: W(l,n)RFq¯W
,W(l,n)BBq¯W
← q¯(l,n)W = arg maxqW R
(l,n)
W (qW ).
22: [[X(l,n)]:,:,1]i,j = |[H(l,n)]i,j |.
23: [[X(l,n)]:,:,2]i,j = Re{[H(l,n)]i,j} .
24: [[X(l,n)]:,:,3]i,j = Im{[H(l,n)]i,j} ∀ij.
25: Construct the input-output pair (X(l,n), q¯(l,n)A ) for CNNAS and
(X(l,n)q¯A , z
(l,n)) for CNNRF where z(l,n) = {q¯(l,n)F , q¯
(l,n)
W }.
26: end for
27: end for
28: Training data for CNNAS and CNNRF is obtained from the collection of
the input-output pairs as
DAS = ((X(1,1), q¯(1,1)A ), . . . , (X(L,N), q¯
(L,N)
A )),
DRF = ((X(1,1)q¯A , z(1,1)), . . . , (X
(L,N)
q¯A
, z(L,N))).
as convolutional and fully connected layers [44]. The proposed
CNN framework should be applied to the channel matrix
in a mobile device to obtain hybrid beamformers where the
resolution of the network parameters is of great importance.
In common CNN architectures, convolutional layers have
relatively less parameter to be optimized as compared to the
fully connected layers which have large number of neurons
to be updated in each iteration [54]. In order to obtain low
resolution CNN structure, each of the weights and bias of
all layers are quantized so that the saving in the memory is
achieved and the implementation of the CNN is eased.
To train the proposed CNN structure, N = 100 different
realizations of the channel matrix which is generated for
L = 100 noisy realizations with three noise levels, i.e.,
SNRTRAIN ∈ {15, 20, 25}dB. Hence the total size of the
training data is NR × NT × 3 × 30000. In the training
process, 70% and 30% of all data generated are selected as
the training and validation datasets, respectively. Validation
aids in hyperparameter tuning during the training phase to
avoid the network simply memorizing the training data rather
than learning general features for accurate prediction with new
data. The validation data is used to test the performance of the
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Fig. 3. The classification accuracy of the CNNAS and CNNRF versus
SNRTEST. NT = NR = 25, NRFT = N
RF
R = 4 and NS = 2.
network in the simulations for JT = 100 Monte Carlo trials.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated the performance of the proposed CNN ap-
proach via several experiments. In order to prevent the similar-
ity between the test data and the training data we also add syn-
thetic noise to the test data where the SNR in testing is defined
similar to SNRTRAIN as SNRTEST = 20 log10(
|[H]i,j |2
σ2TEST
). We
used the stochastic gradient descent algorithm with momentum
[55] for updating the network parameters with learning rate
0.01 and mini-batch size of 500 samples for 50 epochs. As
a loss function, we use the negative log-likelihood or cross-
entropy loss [29]. For each channel matrix realization, the
propagation environment is modeled with Nc = 4 clusters
and Nray = 5 rays for each clusters with the angle spread of
σ2Θ = 5
◦ for all transmit and receive azimuth and elevation
angles which are uniform randomly selected from the interval
[−60◦, 60◦] and [−20◦, 20◦] respectively.
A. Classification Performance of Unquantized CNN
We present the classification performance of CNN for
both antenna and RF chain selection in Fig. 3 for NRS =
{4, 8, 12, 16} and NT = NR = 25. To obtain the classification
performance for noisy input data, element-wise synthetic noise
is added with SNRTEST to the input channel matrix. This
experiment shows that the proposed CNN framework is robust
against the noise in the channel matrix data which represent
the time-varying channel channel characteristics. It can be seen
from the figure that The proposed CNN approach has quite
satisfactory classification performance and it attains the 100%
accuracy for SNRTEST > 0dB leading to optimum antenna and
RF chain selection. In low SNR regimes, the CNN has poor
classification performance due to the deviations between the
input and the channel matrices used in the training data. In
order to make CNN more robust to noisy inputs, the training
data is collected for multiple SNRTRAIN levels. Nevertheless,
adding synthetic noise in the training data provide limited
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Fig. 4. The spectral efficiency of fully-digital (Top) and hybrid (Bottom) beamforming versus SNR. In the left figures NS = 1, and NS = 4 in the right.
NT = NR = 36, NRFT = N
RF
R = 4, NRS = 6. The training data is generated for L = N = 100 and SNRTEST = 0dB.
performance since the network cannot distinguish the input
data if it is corrupted by too much noise. This issue is also
reported in [42] for multiple SNRTRAIN case.
B. Spectral Efficiency
In this experiment, the spectral efficiency of our CNN ap-
proach is evaluated by comparison with random array selection
(RAS) and the OMP-based method proposed in [14] which is
called SOMP. CNNAS denotes the antenna selection with CNN
by using (13), whereas CNNRF means the RF chain selection
with CNN by using the equations (17) and (18). We denote
the proposed framework as CNNARF which stands for CNNAS
+ CNNRF. The number of antennas are NR = NT = 36 with
NRFR = N
RF
T = 4 and NRS = 6 antennas are selected. In
Fig. 4, the spectral efficiency is presented for NS = 1 (Left)
and NS = 4 (Right). In Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, we present the
spectral efficiency for fully-digital beamforming case where
the algorithms with the same number of antennas have the
same performance as expected. This is because all algorithms
benefit the unconstrained beamforming whereas in the hybrid
beamforming case they have different design strategies such
as CNNARF and SOMP as discussed below.
In Fig. 4c, the results are given for NS = 1 where we see
that CNNARF provides the best performance and it outperforms
both SOMP [14] and RAS when NRS antennas are used.
When comparing the full array performance, i.e., NRS = NR,
it is seen that CNNARF provides higher spectral efficiency
as compared to SOMP. When we increase the number of
data-streams to NS = 4, we get the results in Fig. 4d for
hybrid beamforming. As it is seen, there is a significant gap
between CNNARF and the other algorithms. Note also that
CNNARF with NRS = 6 antennas has even better performance
than SOMP with full array, NRS = NR = 36, which is a
significant improvement even with less number of antennas.
The performance of CNNARF can be attributed to using the
best antennas and best RF beamformer combinations when
selecting the columns of array response matrix. This observa-
tion also states that SOMP does not perform well enough to
select the best RF beamformer. The main difference on the RF
beamformer design between CNNRF and SOMP is that SOMP
aims to maximize the similarity between the unconstrained and
hybrid beamformers through orthogonal matching (i.e., OMP)
whereas, in CNNARF, the selection process is directly based
on the maximization of the spectral efficiency.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE LOSS FOR HYBRID BEAMFORMER
DESIGN.
γF γW
NS = 1 0.0369 0.0024
Full Array + CNNRF
NS = 2 0.0188 0.0014
NS = 3 0.0134 0.0011
NS = 1 0.0358 0.0026
CNNAS + CNNRF
NS = 2 0.0189 0.0013
NS = 3 0.0134 0.0010
NS = 1 0.0366 0.0049
RAS + CNNRF
NS = 2 0.0190 0.0034
NS = 3 0.0135 0.0030
NS = 1 0.0416 0.0030
Full Array + SOMP NS = 2 0.0202 0.0148
NS = 3 0.0148 0.0173
NS = 1 0.0408 0.0168
RAS + SOMP NS = 2 0.0205 0.0651
NS = 3 0.0148 0.0640
We further examine CNNRF and SOMP on the performance
of RF beamformer design. In this respect, we define a cost
function to measure how close the algorithms are, to the
unconstrained beamformers. We define the error between
the unconstrained beamformers Fopt, Wopt and the estimated
hybrid beamformers FˆRF FˆBB , WˆRF WˆBB as follows
γF = ||Fopt − FˆRF FˆBB ||F /(NTNS), (20)
γW = ||Wopt − WˆRF WˆBB ||F /(NRSNS). (21)
Then we present the results in Table I for NS = {1, 2, 3}. We
select the system parameters as NT = NR = 25, NRS = 8,
NRFT = N
RF
R = 4. It can be seen that CNN-based RF chain
selection provides less error for both precoder and combiner
design as compared to SOMP. The performance of the CNN
is attributed to aiming the highest spectral efficiency with the
selection of the best configuration of array responses from
AR and AT whereas SOMP has larger error estimating the
hybrid beamformers with OMP which provides a sub-optimal
solution. Note also that our CNN approach achieves less γF
and γW when NS = 3 as compared to NS = 1. In contrast,
SOMP performs worse (less γF and relatively larger γW )
when NS is larger. This explains the performance loss of
SOMP observed in Fig. 4 as NS increases.
C. Binarized and Quantized CNN
While considering larger CNN that has more layers and
nodes, the associated memory and computational cost could
be prohibitive for massive MIMO. This hinders deploying
large CNNs in mobile devices, which have limited memory
and restricted latency to perform tasks such as online learning
and incremental learning. In this context, compressing a deep
neural network, that has attracted a lot of attention recently
[56], is highly desirable. In this paper, we adopt a network
quantization to compress and thereby accelerate the CNN.
This method compresses the original network by reducing
the number of bits required to represent each weight of
convolutional and fully connected layers. It has been observed
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Fig. 5. Spectral efficiency vs. SNR for 1-bit quantized-CNN. NS = 3,
NT = NR = 25, NRFT = N
RF
R = 4, NRS = 6.
that this compression can support both pretrained and trained-
from-scratch models, helps in significantly reducing memory
usage and speeds up the computations.
Network quantization in large CNNs can significantly de-
grade the classification accuracy. We, therefore, investigate the
minimum number of bits required to store our proposed twin-
CNN network for an acceptable spectral efficiency. Improving
the performance of quantized or binarized CNN is an active
research area. For example, in the extreme case of binarized or
1-bit CNN, it has been shown that networks trained with back
propagation could be resilient to weight distortions introduced
by binarization [56].
We examined the performance of the CNN with quantized
weights and biases. In Fig. 5, we present the performance
of binarized-CNN where the parameters of the network are
either 0 or 1. CNN performance is poorer than SOMP in
case of RF chain selection. To further investigate the effect
of quantization of network parameters, we demonstrate, in
Fig. 6, the performance of CNN versus number of bits used
to quantize the weights and biases of all layers of the CNN.
As it is seen, at least 5 bits are required for CNN to attain the
best subarray and best RF chain performance. We also provide
the quantization error on the CNN parameters at the bottom
of Fig. 6 where it is observed that the quantization error starts
to fall for number of bits ≥ 5.
D. Computational Complexity
In this experiment, we measure the computation time of
our CNN approach and compare it with SOMP. We select
NRFT = N
RF
R = 4 and NS = 1. The results are given in
Table II for different system parameters. As it is seen, our CNN
approach enjoys less computation time where the complexity
is due to the classification of the input data. The complexity
of SOMP, however, includes the running OMP algorithm over
the array response matrix as well as realizing the SVD of the
channel matrix to obtain Fopt. For the sake of completeness, we
also calculate the total computation time for the generation of
the training data where we select NT = NR = 25, NRS = 6,
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TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY.
Parameter Settings CNN SOMP
NT = NR = 25, NRS = 4 0.013s 0.641s
NT = NR = 25, NRS = 8 0.015s 0.645s
NT = NR = 36, NRS = 6 0.019s 0.712s
NT = NR = 36, NRS = 8 0.020s 0.755s
L = N = 100 and use three SNRTRAIN levels. In this settings,
it takes about 40 minutes to generate 25 × 25 × 3 × 30000
training data. In training, the main challenge is not the time but
the memory considerations where large antenna arrays yield
higher variables of size QA, QF and QW which require large
memory allocations to save (even temporarily) the results.
E. Performance of Different Antenna Selection Schemes
In this experiment, we compare the performance of the
antenna selection schemes discussed in Section II. We select
NT = NR = 25 and NRS = 8. Once antenna selection
is done for each scheme, corresponding channel matrix is
inserted to RF beamformer design algorithms CNNRF and
SOMP respectively. We present the results in Fig. 7 where it is
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Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency for different antenna selection schemes.
seen that the third scheme performs the worst since it has the
simplest architecture, i.e., selecting the antennas through the
absolute values of the entries of the channel matrix. Scheme
2 selects the antennas with no optimization hence it refers
to selecting the antennas randomly. As expected from the
above experiments, Scheme 2 also has worse performance as
compared to CNNAS for both RF beamformer design methods
CNNAS and SOMP.
VI. SUMMARY
We proposed a twin-CNN deep learning approach for joint
antenna selection and hybrid beamformer design in mmWave
communications. Our CNN framework provides significant
improvement in the capacity as compared to the conventional
beamformer design techniques, even with less number of
antennas. This method does not require the precise knowledge
of the channel matrix and has significantly better performance
than the conventional techniques used in mmWave MIMO sys-
tems. Instead of computing analog and baseband beamformers,
the proposed approach only requires the estimated channel
matrix to feed the network and yields the best antenna subarray
and beamformers. Hence, it has very low computational com-
plexity. We also investigated the quantized-CNN model when
it needs to be applied in a low-memory, low-overhead platform
such as a mobile phone. We show that no more than 5 bits
are required to save (or access in a cloud-based environment)
the CNN in digital form.
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